
Arabic 101 Class Schedule and Assignments 
Week #2 

Entries with a () refer to Colloquial (EA) activities.  Entries with a ( ) refer to Standard Arabic (MSA) activities.  All assignments with a box around them, (   or   ), 
should be turned in by the next class period. 
Date In Class After Class (to do before class the next day) 
Tuesday 
16 January 

 Listen to EA2 Listening A, B, C at least twice doing the questions on the computer 
Do EA2:Dialogue Assignment 1 with a partner 
Prepare for EA2 Vocab Quiz tomorrow 
Write EA2:Drills 1, 2 
Read AB3:Drill 9 out loud at least 4 times with a partner 
Make flash cards for vocab of AB 1-3 and learn them for sight recognition and writing/spelling and from English prompt 
Write AB3:Drill 8 

Wednesday 
17 January 

Begin AB 4 
EA2 Vocab Quiz 
 
 

Listen to EA2 Listening Passages D, E and Fusha on line at least twice and do questions on computer 
Do EA2 Dialogue Drill 2 and regular Drill 3 with a partner 
Read the Fusha section 
Start learning EA3 vocabulary 
Practice trying to read EA1-2 vocabulary using only Arabic script 
Read AB4 and during next two days go through all drills (DVDs and/or HLRC lab) 
Read AB4:Drill 12 out loud with a partner at least 4 times 
Write AB4:Drill 5 
Take the Alif Baa Unit 3 Quiz on computer 

Thursday  
18 January 

BEGIN EA 3 
 

Finish learning EA3 vocabulary 
Listen to both Model Listening Passages on the computer at least 5 times and do the questions 
Read EA 3 Language Notes 
Spend 5-10 minutes with a partner asking what items are and answering similar questions 
Read AB4:Drill 17 at least 4 times out loud with a partner 
Learn the vocabulary on p. 65, read them out loud at least 4 times, and make flash cards for them 
Listen to AB 3&4 Dialogues on the AB DVD 
Write AB4:Drills 15, 16 

Friday 
19 January 

Begin AB 5 
 

Listen to EA3:Listenings A, B on line at least twice and do questions on computer 
Write EA3:Drills 1, 2 
Write Dialogue Assignment, and then find a partner to perform both your and his/her dialogue with 
Read AB5 and during next two days go through all drills (DVDs and/or HLRC lab) 
Read AB5:Drills 9, 12 out loud at least 4 times with a partner 
Write AB5:Drill 11 
Take the Alif Baa Unit 4 Quiz on computer 

 
SPEAKING APPOINTMENTS: Be prepared to perform one or two dialogues similar to the model listening passages for EA 1&2.  Also be prepared to do some reading from the 
AB reading exercises.  If you have pressing questions, write them down so you will remember to ask them. 
Online URL: www.arabic.byu.edu (cedar)  Computer Lab: (maclab) 


